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Nyctalopia, and its Relation to Hypovitaminosis A.

Introduction:

In preparing this brochure, I find that night blindness has undergone an interesting process of evolution. The early literature dealing with this subject considers it a definite clinical entity. Numerous etiological factors are ascribed to it, and the methods of treatment are probably even more numerous.

With the recognition of the deficiency states and the discovery of vitamins, night blindness ceases to be a clinical entity and is considered a symptom.

After it was discovered that vitamin A was the precursor of visual purple and that this latter substance functions in scotopic vision (56), then the symptom night blindness assumes a new and different role and one of considerably more significance.

The degree of night blindness is apparently dependent upon the degree of vitamin A deficiency and this symptom now serves as a very delicate test for determining the latent forms of this deficiency (31). With the aid of special apparatus this "retarded dark adaptation" may be accurately measured. Workers employing this method of diagnosis have reported an incidence of vitamin A deficiency varying from 21% to 79% (32)(34). This has served as a new impetus to the study of vitamin deficiency states as is apparent and well shown by the recent publications.

Thus a review of the history, chemistry, and physiology of
vitamin A; the clinical and pathological aspects of vitamin A deficiency; the history, mechanism, and significance of night blindness has been attempted.

This review has not exhausted the literature and therefore is not complete. Foreign authors have contributed extensively to this particular field, but only a small portion of this literature has been reviewed, due to my inability to read it. However, translations have been used when found and the original article recorded when possible.
Definition and History

Nyctalopia is a form of visual affectation in which the sensibility of the retina to light is diminished. (1).

Hippocrates is thought to be the first to use and define the term, which appears five times in the Hippocratic collection (2). However, the curative effect of liver upon this affection was well known to antiquity, as it is mentioned in Eber's Papyrus about 1500 B.C. (3).

Hippocrates' interpretation of Nyctalopia was, "Those who see at night." (2) Since then much confusion has resulted from confounding the term "Hemeralopia" with "Nyctalopia."

The cause of the confusion would seem to lie in the fact that the word possesses a two-fold etymology: according to one derivation meaning "night-eye" and according to another derivation meaning "night blind eye." (1) However, the references dealing with the etymology are not exactly consistent. There is a choice of two views. These views coincide in that the word is derived from two Greek words: the one meaning "the night" and the other meaning "the eye." The letter which is the connecting link between the two words is the rock on which the authorities differ. One group contends that it is intended as a privative, the other that it is inserted simply for euphony. (2)

Greenhill studying the etymology of the word contends that it is quite clear that the connecting letter is meant as a privative. (4)

Galen, defining Hippocrates' meaning of the word, tells us
that nyctalopia means "night blindness" (4) and numerous other authors agree with this latter interpretation. (5) (6)

All the ancient Greek medical writers, except Hippocrates, and nearly all the Latin medical authorities down to the end of the fourteenth century, and other authors down to the middle of the seventeenth century define nyctalopia in the sense of night-blindness. In the eighteenth century the term hemeralopia was frequently used. The explanation for this extraordinary alteration is that before the sixteenth century the works of Hippocrates were not accessible and thus rarely consulted. Although Hippocrates was held in high esteem by Greek and Latin physicians, he was not studied a great deal in the middle ages. Galen's definition of nyctalopia (night blindness) was unquestioned until Mercurialis, 1588, and Foesuis, 1595, published their edition of the Hippocratic writings. From this time on more attention was given the Hippocratic writings, and in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, medical authorities appealed to them in the original. (7)

Greenhill further states, "Hemeralopia is found only once in the ancient Greek and Latin Literature and it is impossible to decide the sense in which it is used in that passage." (40

Guthrie, honorary secretary of nomenclature states, "Indeed there seems no need to retain the term 'hemeralopia'...." (8)

Dorland's medical dictionary (seventeenth edition) defines nyctalopia as night blindness and hemeralopia as day blindness (9)
interesting to find that by far the greater portion of the literature dealing with night blindness refers to it as hemeralopia, including the Quarterly Cumulative Index Medicus.

It is interesting to find that the knowledge of the cure of night blindness is almost as old as medicine. The following curious passage, which occurs in Eber's Papyrus (about 1500 B.C.), was unearthed by Van Leersum in 1924: "Because the unknown disease was cured by the roast liver of an ox, the disease was supposed to be night blindness" (10) Hippocrates prescribed ox liver in the raw form dipped in honey. (11) Thus, by comparison, Hippocrates comes late in the history of the disease.

The relation of night blindness to malnutrition was early recognized. It appeared under conditions of poor nourishment among prisoners, slaves in Brazil, and sailors on long voyages. It is also recorded in epidemic form in Russia during the long Lenten fasts. (12)

Night blindness is also designated by the terms: "moon blindness" and "nocturnal amaurosis." It was considered to have the same causative factor as snow blindness. (13) It was also thought to be due to paresis of the muscles of accommodation, (14) color of the eye, (6) eating hot rice, (15) sleeping with the face exposed to the sunshine or to the moonlight, (15), (16), (17) and miasmatic influences. (18) It was noted to be associated with nephritis and pregnancy, (19) and scurvy. (15) In the last condition it was thought that, due to the blood changes, the humors
of the eye were clouded and became, "ill adapted to the transmission of weak streams or pencils of light." (15)

In 1863 Bitot described the whitish gray spots on the scleral conjunctiva, which now bear his name. It was observed that they often disappeared when the night blindness disappeared, so he felt that there must be some relationship between the two conditions. He felt that these xerotic coverings of the eye reduced the transparency of the cornea to such an extent that diminished illumination could not penetrate. (20) Netter, a Frenchman, did not agree with this interpretation. He explained that this could not be correct because he had several patients who suffered from night blindness but who did not have xerosis. In the course of time ophthalmologists concluded that all three conditions; xerophthalmia, xerosis, and night blindness were different degrees of the same disease. This is still the point of view generally accepted. (12)

The congenital and hereditary forms of nyctalopia were also recognized and classified by Zimmerman in 1883. (18)

The prognosis in idiopathic type was usually favorable, the duration of the disease averaging two to three months. (21) The tendencies toward recurrence and spontaneous cure were well known and it was observed that the general health of the individual did not suffer in the idiopathic cases. The appearance of the eye did not always indicate the state of the disease. Cases of long duration usually had widely dilated pupils, which were often immobile. (15) It was observed that ophthalmoscopic examination
Treatments were as varied as were the supposed etiological factors. In treating night blindness associated with scurvy lime juice was squirted in the eyes. Some employed water or urine lavage, eye poutices made of part of the bullocks liver, (21) tonics of iron and quinine, (18) blue colored glasses, and abundance of animal food and cod liver oil in the diet. (22) Camphor was considered specific for a time. (13) Still others employed blisters to the temples, and cathartics, the former procedure repeated twelve times if necessary. (23) (24). It was observed that in some cases in which the scurvy was treated with lime juice, the night blindness cleared spontaneously. (15)
Incidence

Forbes in 1811 is the first to give any definite figures on the incidence of this condition. He found it in the proportion of one to twenty among seamen. (21)

Night blindness was considered a disease of seamen, especially of tropical seamen. It was reported as being common in the East and West Indies and all tropical countries. It was also known to occur in soldiers. (15) (25) (26)

Featherstonhaugh in 1887 considered essential nyctalopia as rare. (27)

Bloch in 1917 was of the opinion that xerosis and night blindness had a high incidence in Denmark, as much as their dairy products are exported and people resort to synthetic substitutes. (28)

Smith in 1921 reports an incidence of night blindness of 8% in France and 10% in Germany. (29)

With the advent of the deficiency diseases we find night blindness to be intimately associated with avitaminosis-A, and the increase of incidence seems somewhat proportionate to the improvement of diagnostic methods.

Moore in 1932, attempted to determine the incidence of vitamin A deficiency in the United States by determining the vitamin A content of livers of accident cases. He found 24% of the cases to be deficient. (30) A year later the questionnaire was sent to fifty of the leading ophthalmologists of this country and only eight cases of night blindness had been reported. (31)
Jeans and Zentmire in 1934 examined a small group of children using the Birch Hirschfeld photometer and found 21% to have subnormal readings. (32)

Park in 1935 studied 275 cases using the photometer and concluded that a large percentage of the population were deficient in vitamin A. (33)

Perhaps the most representative study is that of Jeans and Zentmire in 1936 on a group of 404 Iowa children. Using the photometer they found subnormal readings in 26% of the rural group and 53% of village group; 56%, 63%, and 79% in the upper, middle, and lower economic levels of the urban group. (34)

Jeghers in 1937 also employing the photometer found 28% to 41% to have subnormal readings. (35)

According to Spence night blindness appears to have no definite seasonal incidence, but seems more prevalent in the spring and summer months. This he explains by the extra strain of bright sunshine during these months. (36)

Jeghers again somewhat later in 1937, using the biophotometer examined a group of 162 medical students at Boston University and found 35% to have subnormal photometer readings, and 12% showed clinical evidence of vitamin A deficiency. (37)

Jeans and associates in their second study in 1937 also employed the biophotometer and reported 24% to 34% of the children studied to have subnormal readings. (38)
Etiology and Physiology

The etiology and physiology of essential night blindness are so intimately associated that I have chosen to discuss them simultaneously and under one heading.

We are primarily concerned with the idiopathic type of night blindness in this paper. The symptomatic and congenital types of night blindness will be considered only very briefly.

Congenital:

True congenital night blindness is a congenital, hereditary, non progressive condition, affecting both males and females. (39)

Retinitis pigmentosa sine pigmento may simulate congenital night blindness and some confusion is found in the literature due to this simulation. This is illustrated by Bordley who describes a family of nyctalopes who manifested a congenital, hereditary, progressive type of night blindness. (2)

Retinitis pigmentosa sine pigmento presents a gradual attenuation of the retinal vessels, progressive optic atrophy, night blindness, and finally total blindness, just as found in retinitis pigmentosa, except that the migration of the pigment into the retina is absent. This sine pigmento type further resembles the congenital type in that it frequently occurs in several members of the same family. The distinction between the true congenital night blindness and retinitis pigmentosa sine pigmento, is that in the former condition, the fundus shows no evidence of retinal or optic atrophy and it is non progressive, while the latter condition
does show evidence of atrophy and is slowly but surely progressive.

(19)

Morton in 1893 reported two cases of congenital night blindness. In this instance he was able to trace the condition back several generations. It affected only the males and they were all light complexioned. There were no fundic changes and no color blindness. However, they were myopic and the visual fields were found contracted. (40)

In 1898 Symonds reported two cases of congenital nyctalopia, again affecting only the males of the family. It was hereditary and there was a history of consanguinity in the family. There were no pigmentary changes, but, even though the characteristic signs were absent, he made a diagnosis of retinitis pigmentosa (41). These cases have probably been confused with retinitis pigmentosa sine pigmento as described by Fuchs.

Sinclair in 1903 reported a family of five generations who had congenital non-progressive night blindness. He attempted to explain the condition as an inherited diminution in the photochemical activity of the retina. (42)

In 1906 Nettleship reported a family of nine consecutive generations that suffered from night blindness. This report consists of a pedigree of 2,121 persons. Of that group seventy-two males and sixty-two females were night blind. This was of the non-progressive type and there were no fundus changes. (43) In 1912 he published another article on congenital night blindness.
Here he gives a classification of two types: One is transmissible from generation to generation, without a break, to children of either sex. This he calls the ambisexual type. The other type is confined to males, but transmitted only by mothers of normal sight. This group is always associated with myopia. (39)

Tagari and associates measured the dark adaptation in several cases of hereditary night blindness and found that after two hours in the dark these individuals showed no change in the threshold. So rod adaptation seems to have been mainly lost or at least greatly retarded in speed. (44)

Symptomatic:

Night blindness is frequently found as a symptom of numerous diseases. Therefore, its occurrence is not due to one, but to many factors. (45). These pathological states may be divided into ocular and extraocular groups. In the ocular group night blindness is found associated with glaucoma (46), chorroideremia (47), syphilitic retinitis (45), spastic disorders of retinal arteries (48), in monocular patients (49), detached retina, retinitis pigmentosa, optic atrophy, optic neuritis, choroiditis (50), and opacities of the media and cornea (51). Under the extraocular group are nephritis, diabetes, anemia, cachexia, cirrhosis and cancer of the liver, salvarsan intoxication with jaundice (3), malaria fever (2), gastro-colic fistula (52), alcoholism (53), scurvy (45), in poisoning with quinine, nicotine, carbon bisulphide, and in Oguthi's Disease. (3)
Idiopathic

Prehistoric man satisfied his hunger with natural foods largely in their fresh or unpreserved states. However, with the development of civilization, man has been obliged to change his living conditions and to eat food prepared to satisfy his tastes and conveniences rather than his body needs. This state of affairs has given rise to the so-called deficiency diseases. With these changes of living conditions, there have evolved methods of preserving, refining, and improving the tastes of foods, without due regard to their adequacy in the nutritional sense. (54)

The preparation of cereals, for instance, involves numerous processes, such as cleaning and bleaching. In the commercial manufacture of flour from cereal grains, the outer coating is often disposed of and the remaining part of the kernel milled for flour. This remaining part is then bleached to remove all color and as much of the natural oil as possible. The resultant product is then clean, white, and quite sterile. It tastes good, chews easily, and is almost free of the vital food elements, known as fat soluble vitamins. (54)

Diet is the factor of prime importance in the etiology of idiopathic night blindness. If there is insufficient utilization by whatever cause, over such a period of time as to deplete the body stores of vitamin A, then the disease becomes manifest. (54) According to Blegvad this may be brought about as follows:
I Reduced doses of vitamin A.
(a) food poor in vitamin A
(b) deficient absorption of vitamin A
II Increased consumption of vitamin A
(a) rapid growth
(b) severe disease" (55)

To truly appreciate the clinical manifestations of vitamin A deficiency, we shall consider briefly the physiology of the retina, as concerns us, and the history and physiology of vitamin A.

Adams describes the duplicity theory of vision, "The eye has two distinct mechanisms for sight. Photopic vision occurs only with light of moderate or high intensity and is essentially a function of the cones. Vision in faint illumination (scotopic vision) is mostly peripheral and primarily a function of the rods. If a spectrum of low intensity is viewed with the dark adapted eye, it appears as a gray band differing in brightness in different parts. In other words, with dim vision, objects are only seen as different intensities of gray. Rod function or scotopic vision depends upon the metabolism of the phototrophic substance known as visual purple of the retinal rod cells...... As visual purple is formed from vitamin A, it follows that scotopic vision is intimately associated with the available supply of this vitamin." (56)

There are clinical symptoms to be found in night blind persons that lend support to the duplicity theory of vision. Aykroyd states
that he has had numerous night blind patients remark that they
are able to see a little of what is directly ahead of them by
looking down at their feet. Thus, in essential nyctalopia in
which the light threshold for the whole retina is raised, the
periphery containing the rods and visual purple, retains its
relative greater sensibility. (10) It is estimated that the
periphery of human retinae is sixty times as sensitive to light
as the central parts. (35) Similarly, astronomers observed long
ago that stars of small magnitude were seen better if viewed some­
what eccentrically. (51) Further evidence is found in the study
of comparative anatomy. Birds and animals possessing rods only
see best at night while those who possess only cones see best in
daylight. (35)

We are also concerned with color vision as will be seen
when we discuss symptoms. So a brief review of Young's color
vision theory seems indicated. Edmund has given the fundamentals
of this theory very aptly. "One imagines that the normal, has,
as it were, three organs of vision, which for convenience sake,
may be called red eye, green eye, and violet eye. Each of these
eyes has the power of adopting itself and each of them has its
threshold of visual sensation, the lowest of which is that
of the violet eye."

"Thus if the illumination is changed our conception of color
changes too. Experimentally, one finds that if the brightness
is reduced, the conception of green changes first. Next one loses
power to distinguish red, whereas, violet, one sees almost in
the same shade as long as the field is visible."

"It is natural before hand to suppose that night blindness
is due to an affection of violet eye. As it is, this eye that
functions at lower illumination. Let us try to imagine what will
happen if the violet eye is put out to function."

(1) "One would attain a high threshold for visual sensation
and hence be night blind."
(2) "One would not be able to perceive blue and violet shades."
(3) "One would perceive white as a mixture of red and green,
that is to say, yellow."
(4) "By a reduction (in illumination) the yellow would
approach the red, because the sensibility of the green
eye begins to diminish perceptibly at a higher brightness
than that of the red eye." (57)

Thus we have an explanation for the erythropsia (red vision)
and xanthopsia (yellow vision) sometimes found in night blind
persons.

Edmunds reported a case of night blindness in 1927 who suffered
yellow vision in good daylight, and red vision at dusk. (57)

Henderson in 1922 has reported the only case that I find of
night blindness in a one-eyed person. Night blindness was common
during the war in those who had lost one eye in action. Examination
of the good eye was negative and these individuals were per-
factly fit to carry out their day duties. He thus felt that perhaps
they were malingering. However, Henderson was finally forced to join the one-eyed ranks when he developed a carbuncle on the supra orbital margin. After having it excised one evening, he was unable to find his way to his quarters. But by lifting up the bandage and looking with both eyes, his night blindness disappeared. He explains this as being due to the loss of stereoscopic vision. He further reiterates that in the absence of artificial illumination, there is complete loss of stereoscopic vision, producing a perfectly flat monochromatic picture, in which one is unable to distinguish any object because of the absence of relief. (49)

History of Vitamin A.

Vitamin A, though not yet isolated in pure form and entirely unknown until the last few decades, has attracted the attention of clinicians by way of its deficiencies since the earliest times. (20)

The term "vitamin" was introduced in 1912 by Funk. He was severely criticized by some of his contemporaries for his choice of the word. He was working with vitamin B and his analysis showed it to contain nitrogen. This, he felt, was an "amine" and, being essential to life he named it "Vitamin." It was shown later that his crystalline substance was the active principle contaminated by other substances. (58)

As stated before the first description of xerosis conjunctiva was given by Bitot in 1863. (20) The first complete description of keratomalacia was given by da Gama Labo in 1864 (59) and Von Graefe in 1866. (60)
In 1912 Hopkins was the first to experimentally prove the presence of a "growth substance". He found that rats fed on purified material and no milk failed to grow, while the addition of only 4% milk to the diet induced normal growth. (61) Osborne and Mendel in 1913 demonstrated by feeding experiments that the growth substance of milk was found in the butter fat fraction. They also were the first to experimentally produce xerophthalmia in rats. (62) In the same year McCollum and Davis showed that ether extracts of butter fat and eggs also contained the growth promoting substances. (63) In 1914 Osborne and Mendel demonstrated the growth substance in cod liver oil. (64)

Block in 1921 was the first to apply the experimental knowledge directly to man. Thus he treated xerophthalmia cases that he had with a diet rich in butter fat and cod liver oil. (28)

McCollum and his associates in 1922, oxidized the vitamin A fraction of cod liver oil, as Hopkins said was possible, by passing air through it for a period of twelve to twenty hours. Cod liver oil treated as such failed to cure the xerophthalmia in rats, but was effective in curing rickets. Previous to this experiment some critics felt that the vitamin A fraction of cod liver oil was responsible for promoting the cure of rickets, but now vitamin A and vitamin D were separated. (65)

Our next important milestone is by Halmin 1925, when he showed that night blindness was an early symptom of avitaminosis A. This he demonstrated by a series of jumping experiments with
rats in diminished illumination. He also demonstrated that vitamin A deficiency alone was not the causative factor for night blindness, but it was necessary that the animals be first exposed to light. He thus discovered that the condition was one of delayed adaptation, not a lack of adaptation. (66)

This observation of exposure to light as an etiological factor was borne out clinically, also. Aykroyd made some interesting observations in Newfoundland and Labrador in the summer of 1929. Here he found several cases of night blindness among the numerous fishermen. Their diets consisted mainly of white bread, molasses, fresh cod muscle, salted meats, beans, peas, and potatoes. Their diet contained no milk, butter, eggs or green vegetables. Cod liver oil, being an export product, was not a part of the dietary. Some of the patients with night blindness had learned that if they protected their eyes from the glare of the sun by wearing dark colored glasses, their night blindness was somewhat improved. Others had discovered that if they kept one eye bandaged during the day, that eye was then useful for night vision. Strong sunlight is thus an etiological factor. Men who are exposed for long periods of time in open boats were the chief sufferers. Women and children were very seldomly attacked. It was also observed that night blindness did not occur in well fed individuals no matter how long the exposure to bright sunlight. (10)

H. de Govua made a similar observation on the poorly nourished
slaves of Brazil. He relates how they were unable to see when returning from work after sunset. Still they experienced no deficiency in seeing in the morning before sunrise, even though it was darker in the morning than in the evening. (67)

Yudkin and associates in 1931 prepared extracts from the retinae of hog's eyes and fed this extract to the vitamin A starved rats. Fifty mgm. of this extract daily cured the xerophthalmia in three to seven days. They state that none of the abnormalities usually attributed to vitamin A deficiency were detected at autopsy. They further state that the retina is a decidedly richer source of vitamin A than ordinary butter fat. However, the choroidal tissue is either entirely devoid of vitamin A or extremely poor in this factor. (68) (69)

Physiology of vitamin A.

The vitamin A of our diet is derived from two sources; namely, alpha, beta, and gamma carotene, crytoxanthin from the plant kingdom, and pure vitamin A from animal tissues. The plant kingdom variety is usually referred to as carotene or caratenoid substances. (35)

Man and animals are not capable of synthesizing either carotene or vitamin A in their bodies; thus, they are forced to depend upon exogenous sources. Carotene is synthesized by the plants, and from them both land and water animals get their supply directly or indirectly by preying on other animals. (35)
Vitamin A can readily be destroyed by oxidizing agents especially at high temperatures. However, it seems the form in which it is found in the natural sources is somewhat more resistant to destruction. In the most common foods in which it is found, it is sufficiently stable that it will not be destroyed by the modern processes of preservation, such as commercial canning operations. (70)

Vitamin A is found in yellow foods: carrots, cream, butter, and yellow corn (not white corn). This relationship to yellow substances is not absolute, as cod liver oil is not yellow in color, but is a rich source of vitamin A. (70) Carrots are considered as a very potent source of vitamin A. Moore found that 100 mgm of fresh carrot root, representing 10 mgm dry matter, were effective in curing xerophthalmia and restoring growth in vitamin A-starved rats. (71)

Carotene and vitamin A, of course, are not identical substances. Carotene is yellow while vitamin A is practically colorless. Vitamin A exhibits an absorption band of 328 milli microns while carotene does not. Both substances, however, give a blue color with antimony trichloride. Carotene is a crystallizable hydrocarbon with a cyclic structure, related to the terpenes. Vitamin A is probably a primary alcohol derivative of one half the carotene molecule. (72)

Both carotene and vitamin A, being fat soluble substances, are absorbed by the lacteals of the intestine, become mixed with
the chyle, and, via the thoracic duct enters the general circulation. Carotene is converted to vitamin A in the liver by the enzyme carotenase, one molecule of carotene giving rise to two molecules of vitamin A. Vitamin A is stored in the liver, and the body fats of some animals, and then used by the body as needed. Moore demonstrated rather conclusively that vitamin A is stored in the liver. The antimony trichloride test was negative when applied to the livers of vitamin A starved rats and was found positive after giving carotene. 

A study has been made of the absorption of carotene and vitamin A, in a patient suffering from a condition in which part of the contents of the thoracic duct was diverted into the pleural cavities. Analysis of the fluid removed at intervals from the chest cavities enabled an approximate estimate to be made of the amounts of vitamin A and carotene absorbed by way of the chyle. It was found that a relatively small portion of the carotene administered orally could be accounted for in the chylous fluid, but in the case of vitamin A, the amount recovered was such as would indicate almost complete absorption. The product administered to the patient contained the vitamin as a free alcohol, but judging from the properties of the material isolated from the chylous fluid, esterification had taken place during the process of absorption. These workers felt that the esterification of the vitamin, explained the fact that the vitamin was absorbed in a much larger proportion than was the carotene after oral adminis-
tration. They further state that there is evidence to show that carotene is more satisfactorily absorbed when given in natural foods or in oil solution, than when administered in highly concentrated form. (73)

Rountree has attacked this problem in a slightly different manner. His study involved the removal, by fat solvents, of the vitamin A from the urine and feces of children that were receiving a high vitamin A intake, and then feeding these extracts to vitamin A starved rats. All the avitaminotic rats fed on urinary extracts failed to show even the slightest improvement. So he concluded that it is certain that no vitamin A is lost in the urine. However, when the depleted rats were placed on a diet containing 6% fecal extract, they responded with a normal gain in weight. By determining the vitamin A content of the food ingested by the children, calculations showed that the children were losing 2% to 12% of the vitamins via the feces. The largest loss occurred with the largest intake. Since fecal fat is normally within this range, it seems that the loss of vitamins parallels the loss of fat. (77)

Sandler found that the placenta, colostrum, and milk of the human female contain carotene in important amounts (78) Wolff found the vitamin A content of the livers of infants to be less than that of adults. (79) Dann working on the transmission of vitamin A from parents to young has disclosed some interesting facts. Dann found vitamin A to be present in small amounts in
small amounts in the livers of rats and rabbits at birth and that it cannot be increased by feeding the mother a diet rich in vitamin A during gestation. He also found the vitamin A content of the liver to increase rapidly during suckling, and this may be made even greater when the lactating parent receives a diet rich in carotene. He feels this is applicable to man, because man and rats have a placenta of the hemochorial type. In those species of animals having the more highly developed placentas, the colostrum is less important and resembles more the later milk. He thus feels that the colostrum of humans is of no special significance as a source of vitamin A. (80) (81)

Tansley, employing digitonin, extracted the visual purple from the eyes of rats, the operations being carried out in a dark room with a red light to prevent the bleaching of the visual purple by white light. He found the sensitivity of the eye to light to be proportional to the amount of visual purple present. A curve showing the change in sensitivity of the retina during a period in the dark is comparable to a curve showing the changes in the amount of visual purple present under the same conditions. (82)
Light bleaches visual purple, splitting off carotene in the process; and visual purple is constantly being regenerated when the eye is at rest in the dark. It is stored in the posterior portion of the cells of the pigment epithelium and, after light exposure, the pigment granules push their way inward into the processes that extend between the rods and cones, and the latter contract and shorten. These terminal organs of the optic nerve receive the waves of light falling upon the retina converting these vibrations into impulses which are carried by the optic nerves and tracts to the brain where they produce the sensation of light. (48)

Exposure to light causes a disturbance in the metabolism of the visual purple. The more prolonged the exposure to bright light, the more rapid the depletion of this pigment. In some manner not yet clearly understood the retinal rods synthesize, utilize, or absorb vitamin A. It is the important factor in the regeneration of this visual purple. (48) Wold attempts an explanation of this process. He found that the light adapted retinae contained more vitamin A than dark adapted retinae. Light liberates from the retinal visual purple, a carotenoid, retinene (visual yellow), which is converted by a thermal reaction to vitamin A. Vitamin A and retinene are thus the precursors of visual purple which they form by combining with a colloidal component, probably protein. The visual process is thus a cycle. (83)
Deficient absorption of vitamin A was illustrated by Blegvod. In 1924 he reported a case of carcinoma of the liver associated with jaundice who had severe night blindness. He felt that due to the lack of bile in the gastro-intestinal tract the fat metabolism was so altered that fat soluble vitamins could not be absorbed.

(84) However, Parsons reminds us that bile salts are solvents for visual purple. Thus, he explains night blindness that is associated with jaundice. (86)

Vitamin A is normally stored in the liver. Green finds that the vitamin A content of the liver to be very low in cases of degenerative conditions of the organ in spite of the intensive vitamin A therapy. A similar condition is found in the presence of cortical necrosis of the kidney. (87)

Riddell reports a case of Coeliac Disease, the only one found in the literature, associated with nyctalopia. Due to the fact that fatty foods disagreed with the patient, they had been entirely eliminated from his diet. This patient was not able to take cod liver oil, but he responded to the vegetable forms of vitamin A. (88)

Inability to absorb vitamin A, also explains the night blindness found in the cases of gastrointestinal disturbances as reported by Wilbur and Eusterman (52), Park (33), and Blackfan and Wollack. (89)

Rapid growth is an etiological factor in the production of night blindness. This is shown by the fact that when young rats
became depleted of vitamin A they seize to grow. Furthermore it is much easier to deplete a young rat than it is an adult rat. Keratomalicia was found by Blegvod to have its highest incidence in children just when the most rapid growth takes place. This author reported 434 cases in a period of eleven years, most, of which, were under one year of age. In adults he had only 19 cases over the same period of time. Thus it may be concluded that more vitamin A is needed to prevent keratomalacia during the growing period than in adulthood. (55)

Blegvod is of the opinion that during times of sickness there is an increased demand for vitamin A; illness may thus serve as a precipitating factor. He states that keratomalacia has been observed with measles, scarletina, typhus, dysentery, pulmonary tuberculosis, and meningitis due to the tubercle bacillus. (55)

Barondes has described five cases of night blindness that were due to arteriolar spasm of retinal arteries. Ophthalmoscopic examination revealed a constricted blanched appearance of the peripheral arteries with more or less venous hyperemia and congestion. The diagnosis was further confirmed by the administration of nitroglycerine which relieved the condition. There was an increase in the sensitivity to faint illumination in 5-10 minutes. (48)

Night blindness during our last great war has been described by several authors. Some of these cases were described as associated with keratitis and conjunctivitis. Thus, they were probably on a nutritional basis. (51)(90) Davis, however, explains that due to the
moral and physical strain of war, there is a disturbance of choriocapillaries, resulting in a defect in the mechanism of retinal adaptation. (91)
Pathology:

The pathological picture varies with the degree of vitamin A deficiency. In the so-called idiopathic type of night blindness there are no changes that can be demonstrated with the ophthalmoscope. (27) As the degree of deficiency increases, there are certain pathological phenomena that develop. These lesions are not limited to the eye, but are to be found in the various parts of the body.

Most of the pathological studies that have been made are on experimental animals. The first of these studies was made by Goldschmidt in 1915. He found keratinization of the outer layer of the conjunctival epithelium and the infiltration of the cornea with many leucocytes and bacteria. (92) Similar studies were done by Stephenson and Clark in 1920. However, they failed to find any definite changes that they felt were due to the deficiency. They thought the breakdown of the cornea was due to infection. (93)

The first thorough pathological study on rats was made by Mori in 1922. He found cornification of the outer cells of the bulbar conjunctiva. He also found changes in the lacrimal glands and felt that the xerotic changes were the result of dryness of the tissue, because of the small amount of secretion produced by lacrimal gland. The ulceration and perforation of the cornea were due to secondary bacterial infection. (94)

Wolback and Howe in 1928 demonstrated that vitamin A deficiency affects primarily epithelial tissues. They found a substitution of
keratinized stratified epithelium in various parts of the respiratory, digestive and genitourinary systems. Masses of keratinized epithelium were found at autopsy in the bladder and, in some instances, in ducts of the salivary glands. They did their work on guinea pigs, and it seems that eye symptoms are less pronounced in these animals than in rats. (95)

Very few pathological studies of avitaminosis A in humans have been reported. According to Sweet and K'ang the first report of this nature is by Leder in 1883. He found a flattening of the superficial conjunctival epithelium, and described it as having a hard pearly appearance. (96)

Collins relates that Colonel Herbert (97) was the first to describe pigmentation of the conjunctiva as a prominent symptom of xerosis in humans. (98) The reference to Herbert's work is in 1987. However, I find that Kollock described the condition ten years previously. (99) This increase in pigmentation of bulbar conjunctiva was also noted by Wright, who felt it was an early premonitory sign of keratomalacia. (100)

In 1922 Yudkin explained that the pathological changes in the rats fed a vitamin A deficient diet, are like the conditions known as xerosis conjunctiva in man. (101)

Then in 1923 we have the second report of a pathological study of an infant by Wilson and Du Bois. They described a keratinization of the epithelium of some of the visceral organs as the lungs and uterus. (102) Blackfan and Wollock have described
autopsy findings in eleven cases of vitamin A deficiency in infants. They concluded that the most common and earliest appearance of keratinizing metaplasia in infants is in the trachea and bronchi and next the pelvis of the kidney. They state that the loss of ciliary motion and diminished mucous secretion is one basis for the belief that this deficiency predisposes to infection. (89) Tilderquist finds that first there is a disappearance of the goblet cells in the conjunctiva and this is followed by a metaplasia of the epithelium, resulting in a structure similar to the epidermis. (103)

Pillot in 1933 published a very detailed report on the pigmentary changes found in vitamin A deficiency among the Chinese. He finds that the pigmentation is not often visible macroscopically. It is most marked in the lower fornix and on the inner canthus; from here it extends to the lower lid and bulbar conjunctiva. The conjunctiva of upper fornix and lid may show no pigmentation, and if it does it is always less pronounced than that of the corresponding parts of the lower conjunctival sac. The intensity of this pigmentation depends upon the duration of the deficiency, not the severity. Thus, acute deficiencies, showing keratomalacia, may fail to show any increase in pigmentation. (104)

There are two types of pigment producing cells: One, the melanoblast, being found chiefly in the basal cell layers; and
second, the ordinary epithelial cells, especially those of the middle layers. The latter produce "pigment caps" at the distal pole of the nucleus. The melanoblasts appear first in this deficiency. He asserts that the function of this pigment is one protection against light, the process being analogous to the sun tan obtained by exposing the skin to the action of the sun's rays. Ordinary exposure to sunlight produces the same effect. The process begins at the level of the melanin layer of the skin. He observes that the function of this pigment is one of protection against light. He notes that this pigmentation was the last to leave in response to treatment, as the cells need protection from the sunlight. He observed that these pigmented layers in the face of vitamin deficiency are lost in response to treatment, as the cells are exfoliated slowly. Due to the long duration of this pigmentation, after the acute condition has subsided, it is possible at times to determine the etiology of the adherent leukoma or a staphyoma cornea.

The subjects ranged from 14 to 44 years of age. The ordinary epithelial cells, especially those of the middle layers, produce "pigment caps" at the distal pole of the nucleus. The melanoblasts appear first in this deficiency. He asserts that the function of this pigment is one protection against light, the process being analogous to the sun tan obtained by exposing the skin to the action of the sun's rays. Ordinary light in usual doses has no adverse effect upon normal epithelial cells. But in patients suffering from vitamin A deficiency, the metabolism of these cells seems impaired, or at least endangered, by the lack of this important constituent, vitamin A. The basal cells are the most important cells of any epithelium, because by their reproduction the constantly denuded surface cells are replaced and in order to maintain the regular differentiation, because by their reproduction the constantly denuded surface cells are replaced, and in order to maintain the regular differentiation, the basal cells are the most important cells of any epithelium. The basal cells are the most important cells of any epithelium. The lack of the basal cells seems impaired, or at least endangered, by the lack of this important constituent, vitamin A. The subjects ranged from 14 to 44 years of age. The ordinary epithelial cells, especially those of the middle layers, produce "pigment caps" at the distal pole of the nucleus. The melanoblasts appear first in this deficiency. He asserts that the function of this pigment is one protection against light, the process being analogous to the sun tan obtained by exposing the skin to the action of the sun's rays. Ordinary exposure to sunlight produces the same effect. The process begins at the level of the melanin layer of the skin. He observes that the function of this pigment is one of protection against light. He notes that this pigmentation was the last to leave in response to treatment, as the cells are exfoliated slowly. Due to the long duration of this pigmentation, after the acute condition has subsided, it is possible at times to determine the etiology of the adherent leukoma or a staphyoma cornea. Having thus made this study, the question arose as to what
found that the normal range of pigmentation was wide, and no
definite line could be drawn between the pathological and phy­
siological. There was a normal increase seen in the older
patients, in those exposed to much sunshine, or in those having
slight conjunctival irritation. (105)

The skin manifestations associated with vitamin A deficiency
were first described by Frazier and Hu in 1931. They describe the
pathological picture as "essentially one of hyperplasia and hyper­
eritization of the epithelium of the epidermis and hair fallicles,
and metaplasia of the sweat ducts tending toward the keratinizing
type, degeneration of the glandular structures of the skin, and
infection." (106) Loewenthal describes the coruim as showing
evidence of irritation. There is some congestion, edema and
cellular infiltration limited to the region of the follicles.
The cellular elements are chiefly lymphocytic and fibrotic. (107)
Youman relates that "the ducts of the skin are distended and
plugged with masses of cornified epithelium." There is atrophy
of the glands and hyperplasia of the epithelium. (108)
Symptoms

The symptomatology, like the pathology, is dependent upon the degree or severity of the deficiency of this particular vitamin.

Inability to see in diminished illumination is the earliest symptom and it may be present for many months without the appearance of any other symptoms. (54) This night blindness may be present in such a mild form that the patient may be unaware of its existence; and, vision in good illumination, such as day light, may be perfectly normal. (35) Thus far we have merely a functional disturbance, but as the deficiency becomes more severe, the evidence soon becomes gross. There may be pain, lacrimation, redness, and photophobia (54) Subsequent to the transformation of the epithelial structure of the conjunctiva, there is some conjunctival discharge and the lids may be glued fast in the mornings. The conjunctiva becomes dry and white and exhibits glistening spots, often covered with a whitish foam. This represents the xerotic stage. (103) (108) Then rather suddenly the vision may fail, usually being associated with a spreading white spot on the cornea. This lesion may progress slowly or extend to complete blindness in only a few days. (54)

Red vision is described by some authors (53) (57) and yellow vision is described by one (57). I have been unable to find any explanation for the infrequency of this disturbance in color vision.
Hoarseness, fever, and a nonproductive cough are seen in about 25% of the cases. The hoarseness and cough are the result of dryness and irritation in the trachea and larynx due to the diminished mucous secretion. The fever is thought to be due to a collapse of the heat regulating mechanism, especially by the diminished perspiration. However, there is some disagreement on this point, as the fever disappears in a few days following vitamin A therapy. It may be due to the absorption of toxic products through the altered epithelium (54). Headache, vomiting, weakness, and diarrhea have also been observed. (54) The diarrhea is thus far unexplained. However, Pillot, in studying the gastric acidity in 25 vitamin A deficient patients, has found 56% of them to have either anacidity or low acidity. (109) Scanty and dry hair, transverse furrowing of the nails has also been described. (100) (54). Anorexia and loss of weight has been found associated with this deficiency while Mori maintains that loss of weight and diarrhea may be associated with excessive appetites. (110)

There is a dryness of the skin, affecting all parts of the body except the face and scalp. Both sebaceous and sweat secretions seem deficient except on the facial region where it may be abundant. Itching of the skin is a prominent feature. (107)
Diagnosis

It is well known that vitamin A deficiency may manifest itself by pathological lesions known as xerosis or xerophthalminia, especially in children. Xerophthalminia is usually considered the classical manifestation of this deficiency. The latent forms of vitamin A deficiency are much more important in the practice of medicine than the fully developed cases. The latter are uncommon in America and easily recognized, but the mild forms are much more frequent and often escape recognition. (108)

As Jeghers points out practically all eye tests are performed in good illumination, and thus depend upon cone function. Since cone function is not dependent upon the supply of vitamin A or visual purple, one can understand why a patient's performance in an eye test may be satisfactory and still be may be night blind. Thus the condition of night blindness has readily been overlooked in the past. (35)

It is now possible to recognize a deficiency of this vitamin by a disturbance which is functional rather than organic. Thus night blindness is the most delicate of all indicators of vitamin A deficiency. (31)

As I shall attempt to show, there are numerous methods by which a diagnosis of vitamin A deficiency may be made, and probably no one method will suffice in all cases.

The following methods are outlined by Frandsen.

I Minimum light visible determination (photometer)
II Visual field examination in reduced illumination.
III Visual acuity determination in reduced illumination.

IV Examination of the power of distinction\textsuperscript{(3)}

This latter method is the one employed by Frandsen, who used a set of eight Tscherning photometric glasses combined with Edmunds test charts. (3)

The Birsch Hirschfeld photometer consists essentially of a metal tube with an electric light bulb at one end. At the opposite end are an iris diaphragm, a five point disk, and a Goldberg wedge. The intensity of the illumination may be controlled by a rheostate. The iris diaphragm is opened and closed by a lever which swings along a scale marked with the diameter of the opening in millimeters. The disk is made of black metal and has punched out of it a five point quincunx. The Goldberg wedge is a glass slide treated photo-chemically so that a uniform decrease in light transmission is obtained from one end to the other. With this arrangement there is practically a complete transmission at one end and a zero transmission at the other. (75)

The subject peering through the photometer observes its light as regulated by the wedge, the iris diaphragm, and the transmission through the disk. Because of the gradations in light transmissions produced by the wedge, the light spots are unequally visible. The number of spots visible depend upon the intensity of illumination, which in turn depends upon the size of the opening in the diaphragm and the position of the wedge. (75)

In performing the test, the subject is seated in a chair
and the room is then lighted brightly by a 150 watt lamp. The bright light is then turned off and the room made completely dark. Then the first reading is made as soon as the subject can determine the end point distinctly. The end point is that point at which three constant spots of light are distinctly visible.

The Goldberg wedge is usually set at a definite point and the amount of light controlled by iris diaphragm. (75)

There is a new American made photometer now available. It is similar in principal to the Birsch Hirschfeld, except that the intensity of illumination is controlled by a rheostat and the amount of light is measured directly in milli foot candles. This
photometer reveals a higher proportion of moderately subnormal subjects than does the Birsch Hirschfeld. It also requires less manipulation and time. Workers who have used and compared the two conclude that the readings of both agree within the range of experimental error. (38)

This photometer method is only applicable to adults, but Fridericksen and Edmund have devised a reflex method that they have used on infants. They determine the "minimum reflexible" which they feel is closely akin to the minimum visible. The test consists in determining the faintest light irritant that will illicit certain reflex movements via the child's eye. The infant is dark adapted for one half hour before the test. This method, they relate, obtains information regarding the power of adaptation, and thus his vitamin A balance. A small electric lamp is the source of illumination. It is fastened to a rod, of the shape used in Simons ophthalmoscope. The lighted end is fitted with a light proof cap, into which are inserted light absorbing glasses. They absorb light in a logarithmic scale. By flashing this light off and on in various positions they are able to illicit mimic reflexes such as squeezing the eyelids together; oculomotor reflexes,--eyes turning toward the source of light, and other motor reflexes,--as child trying to catch light or turning the head toward the light. (11)

Examinations of the visual fields at lowered illumination reveals the fields of vision to be contracted for white as well as
for colors. This method gives reliable results, but, according to Frandsen, neither visual field nor visual acuity determinations are suitable for demonstration of nyctalopia in general practice. (3)

Jeghers mentions a very simple procedure which may be used to detect retarded dark adaptation. The test is performed in a dark room. Following the exposure of the eyes to bright light, one can normally read the luminous dial of a watch in three minutes. (50)

Carr and Price in 1926 discovered the antimony trichlorate test for vitamin A. (112) and Blackfan states that it is one of the best suited tests for clinical purposes of diagnosis. The average value on an average diet is "40 blue units" per 100 cc of serum, about .05 mgm/10 of vitamin A. (112)

Another diagnostic method consists in making light scrapings of the bulbar conjunctiva. When properly stained this reveals cornified epithelial cells with the absence of nuclei. Sweet and K'ang believe this to be one of the best diagnostic procedures for early vitamin A deficiency. (54) Nasal scraping will show a similar change. (108)

Exposure of the cornea and conjunctiva for 3-5 minutes by retracting the lids is still another method that may lend some information. In the early cases there will be a slight haziness or loss of luster of the conjunctiva. (54)

 Conjunctival pigmentation is considered of value in diagnosis, especially in oriental races. It may be detected by employing the use of a good loup. (104)
Now let us turn to the usual laboratory procedures and see if any information can be had there.

In the uncomplicated cases there is no secondary anemia and the leucocytes show no response. Urine analysis are not constant. Of 203 cases examined the urine analyses were completely negative in 125. Large numbers of epithelial cells are rare. The albumen of the blood varied from 1.07 to 3.76 mgm%, averaging 2.41 mgm%. The globulin ranged from 1.6 to 4.74 mgm%, averaging 2.65 mgm%. Calcium and phosphorus determinations on 31 cases showed the calcium to be below 9 mgm% in 8 cases; the phosphorus was below 3.5 mgm% in 7 cases. (54) Frandsen on 12 determinations found low values for both calcium and phosphorus in all cases. (3)

The cutaneous eruptions may be of aid in the diagnosis. It consists of round or polygonal, smooth topped, shiny papules about .6 cm in diameter, the edges being rather sharply demarked. Some cases also show folliculitis without pus. These papules have a characteristic distribution over the extensor surfaces of the arms and hands, the front of the legs and thighs, and across the buttocks. (107) Frazier and Hu add to this description somewhat. "In the apex of each papule is a keratotic plug projecting above the surface as a spiny process. When these plugs are expressed it leaves a gaping central crater." (106)
Treatment

There is yet much to be learned concerning the limits within which the body can adjust itself to variations in vitamin intake. Blackfan states, "It is only when the limits of safety are grossly, overstepped that the effects become detectable clinically." (112)

Therapeutic efforts, of course, are directed to the dietary. Milk, butter, eggs, green vegetables, and animal fats, except pork, should all be in the diet. This may be supplemented by 15 cc of cod liver oil or 30 drops of habit liver oil daily. (54)

Infection in the eyes may require a combination of local antiseptics and hot compresses. In other words treatment is made suitable to the needs of the complications, whatever they may be. (54)

Xerosis and night blindness may be cured without the administration of vitamin A concentrates. Riddell reported a case of coeliacs disease; this patient was unable to take cod liver oil. However, his manifestations of vitamin A deficiency disappeared in 10 days, when fresh vegetables, butter, eggs, and fish were added to his diet.

Parenteral administration of vitamin A has been shown to be efficacious. (84) (35) This method is very valuable in some patients having gastro intestinal disturbances or diseases of the liver. (84)

Jegher (35), Sandler (78), and Park (33) report very favorable results from the administration of carotene. Park has proved definitely that it is non toxic and 11 of 12 patients showed
improvement in the photometer reading following carotene therapy. Carotene gave marked relief in some cases of spastic colitis and diarrhea of diabetics. Some of these cases had used other forms of vitamin A products without relief. Thus Park feels that Carotene has some additional function, either per se, or through the synthesis necessary to change carotene to vitamin A. (33). Jeghers warns that if carotene is given faster than the liver can convert it into vitamin A, the carotene is then stored in the tissues and produces a yellow color resembling jaundice. However, this carotenemia is not dangerous and promptly disappears when the dosage is curtailed. He found a dosage of 10,000 units orally daily for six weeks did not produce a carotenemia. 5,000 to 10,000 units of vitamin A in the form of cod liver oil or carotene seem about equally effective. (35) Jean and Zentmire similarly, detected no difference between cod liver oil or carotene in improving the photometer reading in deficient children. (34)

The question arises: how soon is this form of therapy effective, Edmund and Clemmesen demonstrated that one single subcutaneous injection of vitamin A (40,000 units per cc) resulted in the disappearance of the night blindness and improvement in the photometer reading in 7-10 minutes. (113). Aykroyd found that night blindness is cared by one or two injections of cod liver oil in 12-36 hours. (10)

Fridericksen and Edmund in 1937 found the "minimum reflexible" was restored to normal in infants in \( \frac{1}{2} \) hour by the use of cod
liver oil, halibut liver oil, or vegetable vitamin A in the form of spinach. (114)

Jeghers in 1937 was able to produce a normal photometer reading in 2-3 weeks by the use of carotene in capsules—10,000 U. S. P. units daily. (35)

The skin lesions are much slower in clearing, requiring 4-10 weeks. (37) Loewenthal administered one ounce of cod liver oil daily and found 98% of the dermatoses cleared in 9 weeks. (107) Goodwin found the skin lesions of a ten year old child markedly improved in six weeks on cod liver oil therapy. (114)

What are the daily requirements of vitamin A for humans? There are many reasons why this question cannot be answered exactly. The vitamin A content of food varies with regard to season, storage, and dehydration. Similarly, individuals vary in regard to absorption, storage, and consumption of vitamin A. In spite of these variables a few estimates are available. Harris felt 1400 units daily to be adequate. (115) Cameron recommends 5000 units daily. (116) Jeghers found 4000 units sufficient to maintain a normal photometer reading and feels this is probably close to the minimal requirement, but suggests that a 50% increase may be optimal. (37) Jeans and associates were able to maintain a normal photometer reading for 3 months in two children eleven years of age with 3000 units daily. (38)

What is meant by the above mentioned “units” and what is the unit value of some of the staple foods that make up our general diet? The rat unit is defined as that amount of vitamin A needed to produce an increase in weight of 2-3 grams per week
for five weeks in rats that have ceased to grow after subsisting on a diet deficient in vitamin A. A quantitative estimation of the vitamin A content of a few of our common foods has been given by Coward and Morgan:

"Milk: 3 units/cc or 1700 units/pint
Jersey Milk: 5 units/cc or 2850 units/pint
Butter: 60 units/gm
Egg Yolk: 30 units/gm
Carrots: 19 units/gm
Cabbage: 9 units/gm
Runner Beans: 6 units/gm
Cod liver oil: 2000 units/gm or 6400 units/teaspoon
Halibut liver oil: 160,000 units/gm or 3200 units/drop (20 mgm)" (117)

Jeghers reports an experiment in which he was the subject, that is both interesting and instructive. For three months prior to the experiment he ingested 10,000 units of carotene and 17,000 units of vitamin A daily. Thus he felt assured that his vitamin A stores were at a peak. He then placed himself on a diet deficient in vitamin A but adequate in every other respect. He calculated that his diet still gave him about 200 units daily. Readings on the biophometer were taken daily. On the sixth day
of the regime the first impairment of dark adaptation was seen. It progressed steadily until the thirtieth day. Definite subjective night blindness was noticed during the fourth week on entering theaters and observing floroscopic examinations. He also noticed some photophobia. Then at 12 o'clock on the 31st day he took 80,000 units of vitamin A orally and in 30 minutes partook of a normal meal. At 2 o'clock the photometer reading was found much improved. The reading returned to normal in three days by taking 100,000 units of vitamin A daily. (37)
Significance

A point of practical and economic importance arose while Jeghers was testing adults for vitamin A deficiency. Those patients showing a subnormal photometer reading were questioned in order to determine if their diminished dark adaptation handicapped them while driving their automobiles at night. Numerous patients then revealed that they did experience difficulty with night driving. Their difficulty was most noticeable when meeting an on-coming automobile, as the glare of the lights resulted in a temporary blindness. (50)

Night blindness is a unique experiment that will bring out nyctalopic manifestations if vitamin A deficiency exists. The light glare depletes the visual purple and, if the patients vitamin A stores are at low ebb, the regeneration is slower than normal. Thus, after meeting automobile lights repeatedly, one's visual acuity is so diminished, that the possibilities of having an accident are greatly increased. (50)

This night driving difficulty being purely subjective does not permit a comparison with a person having normal dark adaptation. Thus, many people accept this difficulty as the usual experience of all drivers. (50) Park (33), Tilderquist (103), and Wilber and Eusterman (52) have all reported cases having difficulty driving automobiles at night. Rollet (118) and Vignalous (119) of France have made similar reports.
Statistics show that automobile accidents and fatalities reach a peak at dusk and continue at a high level all during the night hours, even though there is considerably less traffic at night than in the daytime. (120)

Mason sent a questionnaire to the motor vehicle department of all states and had replies from forty-seven. He finds that only twenty states require a visual examination of the prospective licensee. Nine states require no license whatever to operate a motor vehicle. In many of the states having no visual requirements, the applicant need only state that he is free from physical defects, which would incapacitate him from driving safely. (121)

Berens and Smith in 1931 investigating the ocular standards for aeroplane pilots as set forth by the Aeronautics branch of the United States Department of Commerce finds that the "light sense" test is not employed on aviators in either the United States Army or Navy. The "light sense" test is enumerated as one of the requirements, but apparently is not considered important. (122)

If normal vision in diminished illumination is important to drivers of automobiles, it seems that it should be equally important, or more so, to those piloting aircraft. (50)

Besides automobiles and aircraft, normal dark adaptation is surely of significance in the railroad field. To this may be added: the medical profession, especially the roentgenologist. (50)
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